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1.

Welcome
LGPAC members were picked up at Norgate Community Elementary School in North
Vancouver at 7:30am with a second stop at Metro Vancouver’s offices to pick up staff.
Andrea Winkler, Program Manager, Public Involvement, Liquid Waste Services, Metro
Vancouver (MV), welcomed the Lions Gate Public Advisory Committee (LGPAC) members to
the special meeting to tour the LOTT Clean Water Alliance facilities (LOTT) located in
Washington, serving Lacey, Olympia, Tumwater, and Thurston County. The tour to the awardwinning secondary wastewater treatment facility was arranged to provide examples and
learning to the Lions Gate Secondary Wastewater Treatment Plant (LGSWWTP), especially
with regard to educational and community integration opportunities.
The agenda included:
 Overview presentations from the LOTT team
 A tour of the WET Science Center displays and a recently completed community art
project

2.

Overview presentations
On arrival at the facility, Mike Strub, Executive Director, Policy, LOTT, provided opening
remarks. His talk including a brief history of LOTT, which had its roots in addressing complex
challenges such as explaining the rationale for rising water rates and addressing source
control to meet increasing regulatory standards. He remarked that the integrated program
that exists today started over 11 years ago. Mr. Strub noted that education was only one
component of the plan with the original focus being on educating ratepayers, not the
curriculum for school children who make up a large component of the educational program
today. In addition to the education component, he highlighted the need for internal cultural
changes which focused on creating an integrated, professional team that welcomed increased
transparency to how liquid waste services are provided.
LOTT also developed an asset management program covering 16 systems and over 5,000
assets. The system tracks all required infrastructure so the organization can be accountable
to the public and transparent about fiscal management. In closing, Mr. Strub reiterated that
while the original focus was on creating an educated ratepayer base, water management
education has made a difference in the community and that the programs have wide public
and political support.
Following Mr. Strub’s presentation Lisa Dennis-Perez, Interim Director, Environmental
Planning and Communications, LOTT, gave a presentation to provide additional detail about
LOTT’s structure and operations. She described LOTT as a non-profit corporation – serving
the Washington State municipalities of Lacey, Olympia, Tumwater, and Thurston County –
that behaves like a public agency. In addition to providing secondary level treatment to
11 million gallons of wastewater per day, the main facility in Olympia also treats 3 million of
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the 11 million gallons of water per day to reclaimed water standards. The reclaimed water is
used by local governments for irrigation; however, the bulk of the reclaimed water is piped
to two satellite sites for groundwater recharging. The sites, which include walking trails,
ponds and information kiosks, are open to the public. LOTT headquarters are located
adjacent to the treatment facility and are in a LEED Platinum certified office building, which
showcases water conservation and uses both inside and outside including a demonstration
wetland and the WET Science Center (see Appendix – Photos of LOTT education tour).
Ms. Dennis-Perez noted LOTT has partnered with local school districts to make the WET
Science Center part of the education curriculum. While rental rates don’t fully cover the
operating costs, the facility also provides meeting space for the community, which allow
passive learning and opportunities to raise awareness of the facility.
Outside the science center, a manufactured stream acts as the “heart and soul” of the
public space. While originally envisioned as public art in the form of a visual representation
of the water cycle, the public uses it as a wading stream. As such, it is regulated and treated
like a swimming pool. She noted that additional public art projects continue to be added to
support the message that clean water is important for everyone.
Finally, Ms. Dennis-Perez advised that LOTT is currently undertaking a study on the
infiltration of residual chemicals in reclaimed water. The study, inspired by community
interest, will be complete by 2018 and will be reviewed with the LOTT Community Advisory
Group.
Next, Amber Smith, Education Manager, LOTT, gave a presentation on LOTT’s WET Science
Center and education program (www.lottcleanwater.org/education.htm). The program
includes: Community Education; Partnerships; School program; One Water art project, and;
the Hands on Exhibit Gallery. Ms. Smith noted that that the WET Science Center sees about
900 visitors per month, with about 85,000 visits over five years. She suggested that
classroom space needs to be flexible and cautioned that, based on their experience, exhibits
may be more popular than initially expected. She highlighted the success of working with
community partners including stream teams, green product manufacturers and retailers,
bee keepers, and shellfish growers, to create a quarterly calendar of events. She advised
that feedback gathered through sign-in kiosks indicates that visiting the centre has an
impact on water conservation activities and understandings on reclaimed water. In terms of
effective communications, she suggested Facebook and traditional media (newspaper) are
the two most common ways that people learn about their scheduled community events.
With regard to setting up the education program, a qualified educator was hired, prior to
the completion of the building, to work with local science teachers to ensure alignment and
integration into the district science program for grades 5 to 8. To increase access, their
program covers the cost of bus transportation for what is now a mandatory education field
trip. Ms. Smith noted that the staffing complement for the education program is currently
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one full time permanent plus two temporary full-time staff as well as five active volunteers
and support from other staff members. In terms of capital and operating cost, Ms. Smith
indicated the Hands on Exhibit Gallery cost $1.4 million to build. The budget for planned
updates to the exhibits is currently $80,000 per year, and that the most recent update to
the WET Science Center cost $270,000 and involved two to three years of planning,
including a review from Operating and Maintenance (O&M) staff prior to implementation.
She also noted that O&M staff conduct tours with school children.
Ben McConkey, Project Development Coordinator, LOTT also attended the presentations.

3.

Tour of LOTT facility and WET Science Center
LGPAC members and MV staff were led on a guided tour of the WET Science Center and
outdoor learning spaces by Ms. Smith. In addition to explaining the displays and activities,
LOTT staff provided insights and tips as to which displays and initiatives have worked well and
which have been more challenging. For example, some exhibits required ongoing
maintenance and repair, and size and flexibility challenges of the learning spaces. Use of
water in the exhibits tended to be problematic resulting in some exhibits being discontinued
or replacing the water with other mediums. Due to unanticipated travel delays, the tour
focused on the science center and public displays only, excluding the wastewater operations
facility.

4.

Post-tour discussion
During the return trip to Vancouver, Ms. Winkler led a facilitated discussion of LGPAC
members’ reflections and learnings from the tour. Following are some considerations and
comments captured during this discussion that could be incorporated into the future
LGSWWTP education centre and community spaces:
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Community gathering space should be directed but flexible
New LGSWWTP in North Vancouver should connect with ‘village centre feel’ i.e. Lower
Capilano Village
Art implementation is valued, providing subtle messaging and passive learning
Incorporate industrial heritage past and future
Outdoor stream worked well, an example is the small, kid-safe beach area
Saturdays planned with partner organizations, plus fixed exhibits, was interesting
Bring local partners into the picture, for example, Mackay Creek Streamkeepers
Consider partnering with Science Word to develop satellite site
How to get return visitors? Some exhibits are for one-time visitors so plan exhibits that
can be viewed several times (e.g. results that change with each use)
Outdoor community spaces were good, for example the raised stage and sandcastle
building contests held
Find a way to tie Norgate Community Elementary School into the project
Can new LGSWWTP be prototype for other plants?
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Important to allow planned money for future updates (i.e. 50-year life cycle) and ensure
it is protected
LOTT facility is similar location in community but LGSWWTP is 3-4 times bigger
What are the sizes of the public space at LOTT? Classroom space needs to be bigger
“Fuzzy microbes” (stuffed plush toys) were very engaging
Community art exhibits provide good integration, they brought families in
It’s a positive that a mandatory visit is part of the school curriculum
Works well because LOTT provides free program and free transportation to schools
By educating children you reduce future demand of water
Good idea to hire educator early in process to work with school districts
Is there an opportunity through Capilano University to train people in the future
(Interpretive Education program)
Parks training programs don’t exist any longer, consider opportunity to hire interns
Nature-based learning opportunities – new curriculum with hands-on
approach/enquiry/investigation
Surprised to learn that local community embraced reclaimed water from LOTT
Importance of support from politicians
People can’t imagine that we have drinking water problem due to rainy climate;
opportunity to debunk the myth that we have a lot of water
Interesting that Mr. Strub suggested reclaimed water demand will increase over time
Opportunity at LOTT to make outdoor stream an even more interactive learning
environment (movable stones, opportunities to change water flow); Larsen Park is an
example with movable parts that are part of play space
Should plan for logistics of running the exhibits – size of classroom, days of operations,
hours working, having three staff
Pre (baseline) and post- education surveys of visitors are taken to measure awareness
and knowledge; was useful to see how both of these are raised after a visit to WET

Following are the questions and MV responses captured during the discussion:
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Is there potential to add space to new LGSWWTP to accommodate additional uses?
MV response: One of the key features in the indicative design is to create community
spaces and features that allow for education opportunities and public meeting spaces.
This includes an indoor flexible meeting room that can be used for students and other
groups.
Where will reclaimed water go for the new LGSWWTP?
MV response: Some of the reclaimed water will be used internally to offset potable
water for non-potable usages (i.e. toilets, irrigation and internal washdown). It will also
be available for off-site users via a truck-loading station.
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Will there be purple pipes at the new LGSWWTP for reuse water?
MV response: Yes, purple pipes will be used to indicate reclaimed water in designated
areas viewable by passerby and visitors.

Attendance
LGPAC Members: Diana Sollner (Chair), Richard Hancock (Vice-Chair), Dan Bizotto, Victor Elderton,
Arlene King, Jan Timmer
Metro Vancouver Resources: Tina Chui, Tanya Melanson, Echo Lin, Andrea Winkler and Lena Zordan
Process Facilitator and Notetaker: Marni Robinson (Context Research)

Glossary of Terms and Acronyms
LOTT
Lacey, Olympia, Tumwater, and Thurston County Clean Water Alliance (and facilities)
MV
Metro Vancouver
LGPAC
Lions Gate Public Advisory Committee
LGSWWTP
Lions Gate Wastewater Treatment Plant
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Appendix – Photos of LOTT education tour
Interactive exhibits in the Wet Science Centre:

Image 1 – The Science of Cleaning Water

Image 2 – Build a pipe to see reclaimed water uses
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Interactive exhibits in the Wet Science Centre:

Image 3 – Follow your flush to see where it goes

Image 4 – How much water is used by average household activities?
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Interactive exhibits in the Wet Science Centre:

Image 5 – Handouts and more exhibits

Image 6 – Six ‘flush’ songs
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Interactive exhibits in the Wet Science Centre:

Image 7 – What gets flushed, and trapped in the sewers

Image 8 – Hands-on water use
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WET Science Centre classroom:

Image 9 – WET classroom

Image 10 – Wall graphics
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WET Science Centre classroom:

Image 11 – Teacher resources

Image 12 – Fuzzy microbe
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Public art at LOTT:

Image 13 – Public art continues to be added to site. Water drops created by school children are now
on display for all to see.

Image 14 – This mosaic demonstrates that clean water is important to everyone and everything.
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Public art at LOTT:

Image 15 – Fountain using reclaimed water welcomes visitors to WET.

Image 16 – A visual representation of the water cycle, also used as a wading pool by visitors
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